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Firestone’s FullForce EPDM roof systems are engineered  
with advanced technology to deliver the most roof performance. 

FullForce EPDM is a roof system comprised of Firestone EPDM which has factory applied adhesive along  
the entire membrane from edge to edge. Introduced in 2019, this membrane is the first of its kind to include  
edge to edge adhesive which makes the product more versatile and easier to install than other EPDM systems. 

FullForce EPDM has edge to edge factory applied adhesive.  
Secure Bond adhesive technology has been used in EPDM systems for over 6 years, including the last generation  
SA product. With FullForce EPDM, the Secure Bond adhesive is factory applied along the entire membrane  from  
edge to edge, which eliminates the need for seam tape. Additionally, because the adhesive is applied along the entire  
membrane, any piece of the membrane can be cut and used for field or detail applications, eliminating waste. FullForce  
EPDM enables roofs to be installed more quickly* and requires less training to master the installation process. 

*Testing shows that FullForce installs 4.6x faster than standard EPDM, as validated by 3rd party
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QuickSeam tape is a long accepted method of seaming EPDM Membrane.  
How can we be sure that the seam on FullForce is going to stand up to weather and be water tight? 
Our seam tape is technology that was engineered to maintain seam integrity for adhered roofs, as well as ballasted and mechanically  
attached roof systems. Ballasted and mechanically attached systems require the seam tape to be engineered to withstand the forces  
that the seam and membrane are subjected to around the fasteners. This engineering ensures that the membrane is not compromised  
with wind uplift forces that can occur on the fasteners of those systems.

FullForce EPDM was designed specifically for adhered roof systems, engineered to withstand  
the forces caused by wind that occur on adhered roof systems – tensile forces. FullForce EPDM  
has undergone extensive lab testing, code and certification approvals, and seven years of field  
testing, which have all demonstrated its outstanding seam strength.

Why Should I Consider Using FullForce when Pre-tape works fine?  
When Pre-taped EPDM was first introduced, it provided a significant upgrade to the speed  
and quality of field seaming and details such as curbs and parapet walls. FullForce is the next  
step-change in installation innovation as it offers a simpler alternative to Pre-Taped Membranes  
with the added benefits of the edge-to-edge factory applied adhesive. And because FullForce  
doesn’t require tape, there is virtually no waste as all pieces of membrane can be used for detail work. 

What testing data is available ? 
Testing shows that the FullForce EPDM seam strength is 32.5x stronger than the strength  
needed on a FM 1-90 roof. In fact, FullForce achieves up to 780psf which is well beyond the  
pressure forces typically exerted on a building.  The full listing of FM approved FullForce  
assemblies are available on FM online database.

How can a 10’X100’ FullForce sheet be a faster solution to the larger EPDM sheets?  
Isn’t that going to be twice as many seams to deal with?   
The key to speed for FullForce is the fact that there is no application of seam tape. Not only does this provide a 4.6X faster installation of field 
seams, but also simplifies and accelerates time consuming, yet critical, detail work. Specifically, FullForce does not require the application of 
tape for the vertical and field lap splices when wrapping a curb. The membrane is merely aligned, primed, and finished with FullForce Sealant. 
So while using larger EPDM sheets will reduce the count of seams, it’s not necessarily mean it’s faster for the whole installation.

How do you know the FullForce EPDM seam will perform as well as it did with Seam Tape?  
The integrity of our products is extremely important so we have tested this technology for several years. FullForce EPDM  
has been on test roofs for 7 years, including on roofs in harsh weather conditions. This real-conditions testing,  
has resulted in consistent performance of the membrane, seam, and entire FullForce EPDM system. 



How can FullForce benefit the building owner?   
FullForce is zero VOCs and no odor making it ideal for occupied buildings  
and sensitive environments. The adhesive is applied in a controlled environment  
at a manufacturing facility and less dependent on-site conditions; which results  
in higher confidence in workmanship and lower customer claims. FullForce is also  
a more sustainable product with considerably less site disposal as virtually no  
waste as all membrane pieces can be used for detail work and no adhesive pails  
ending up in a landfill. 

How do we know FullForce will stand up  
to ponding water and water intrusion?  
FullForce EPDM has undergone significant testing including ASTM tests  
and multi-year field tests where the seam was subjected to ponding water.   

FullForce EPDM has passed the FM 4470 standard, 4.5 Water Leakage Resistance  
Test where FM tests in accordance with ASTM D7281 “Standard Test Method for  
Determining Water Migration Through Roof Membranes”. Under this standard, the  
EPDM seam is subjected to various conditions to test for water migration through the  
seam. FullForce EPDM passed all requirements.  

TRY FULLFORCE 
Learn how FullForce is driving value to projects. 
Talk to a Firestone Rep about trying on a project or seeing a demo.

Can FullForce be used for repair work? 
Yes, whether you are patching a small pin hole or a high tread area around HVAC, FullForce can be  
used over existing fully adhered EPDM membrane. For this application, the existing membrane  
must be properly prepped, cleaned, and primed. Please see your Firestone Building Products  
technical representative for details and requirements.

What are some ways I can use the ‘scrap pieces’?   
Because SecureBond adhesive is use throughout the entire underside of the FullForce membrane,  
virtually all of the material can be used in one way or another such as:  wrapping curbs, cut  
t-patches for detail work, fixing punctures caused by other trades, and many more!

Learn more at firestonebpco.com/us-en/roofing/epdm-roofing-systems/fullforce-epdm
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